Abstract. In this paper, we provide a complete mathematical construction for a stochastic leaky-integrate-and-fire model (LIF) mimicking the interspike interval (ISI) statistics of a stochastic FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model (FHN) in the excitable regime, where the unique fixed point is stable. Under specific types of noises, we prove that there exists a global random attractor for the stochastic FHN system. The linearization method is then applied to estimate the firing time and to derive the associated radial equation representing a LIF equation. This result confirms the previous prediction in [ Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] for the Morris-Lecar neuron model in the bistability regime consisting of a stable fixed point and a stable limit cycle.
1. Introduction. Mathematical modeling has emerged as an important tool to handle the overwhelming structural complexity of neuronal processes and to gain a better understanding of their functioning from the dynamics of their model equations. However, the mathematical analysis of biophysically realistic neuron models such as the 4-dimensional Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952] and the 2-dimensional Morris-Lecar (ML) [Morris and Lecar, 1981] equations is difficult, as a result of a large parameter space, strong nonlinearities, and a high dimensional phase space of the model equations. The search for simpler, mathematically tractable (small parameter space, weaker nonlinearities, low dimensional phase space) neuron models that still capture all, or at least some important dynamical behaviors of biophysical neurons (HH and ML) has been an active area of research.
The efforts in this area of research have resulted in easily computed neuron models which mimic with good approximation some of the dynamics of biophysical neuron models. One of the results has been the 2-dimensional FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) neuron model [FitzHugh, 1961] . The FHN model has been so successful, because at the same time, it is mathematically simple, nevertheless produces a rich dynamical behavior that in fact makes it a model system in many regards, and reproduces the main dynamical features of the HH model. In fact, the HH model could be divided into two subsystems: The (V, m) variables correspond to the v variable in FHN, whose fast dynamics represents excitability; the (h, n) variables correspond to the w variable, whose slow dynamics represents accommodation and refractoriness in the FHN model.
The fact that the FHN model is low dimensional makes it possible to visualize the complete solution and to explain in geometric terms important phenomena related to the excitability and action potential generation mechanisms observed in biological neurons. Of course, this comes at the expense of numerical agreement with the biophysical neuron models [Yamakou, 2018] . The purpose of the model is not a close match with biophysically realistic high dimensional models, but rather a mathematical explanation of the essential dynamical mechanism behind the firing of a neuron. Moreover, the analysis of such simpler neuron models may lead to the discovery of new phenomena, for which we may then search in the biological neuron models and also in experimental preparations.
There is, however, an even simpler model than FHN, the leaky integrate-and-fire model. This is the simplest reasonable neuron model. It only requires a few basic facts about nerve cells: they have membranes, they are semipermeable, and they are polarizable. This is, in fact, enough to deduce the equivalent circuit of the membrane potential of the neuron: a resistor-capacitor circuit. Such circuits charge up slowly when presented with a current, cross a threshold voltage (a spike), then slowly discharge. This behavior is modeled by a relatively simple 1D equation: the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model equation [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002] . Combining sub-threshold dynamics with firing rules has led to the variety of 1D leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) descriptions of the neuron with a fixed membrane potential firing threshold [Gerstner and Kistler, 2002, Lansky and Ditlevsen, 2008] , or with a rate of firing depending more sensitively on the membrane potential [Pfister et al., 2006] . In contrast to n−dimensional neuron models, n ≥ 2, such as the HH, ML, and FHN models, the LIF class of neuron models is less expensive in numerical simulations, especially when a large network of coupled neurons is considered.
In [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] , it was shown that a stochastic LIF model constructed with a radial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is embedded in the ML model (in a bistable regime consisting of a fixed point and limit cycle) as an integral part of it, closely approximating the sub-threshold fluctuations of the ML dynamics. This result suggests that the firing pattern of a stochastic ML can be recreated using the embedded LIF together with a ML stochastic firing mechanism. The LIF model embedded in the ML model captures sub-threshold dynamics of a combination of the membrane potential and ion channels. Therefore, results that can be readily obtained for LIF models can also yield insight about ML models.
In this context, we here address the problem to obtain a stochastic LIF model mimicking the interspike interval (ISI) statistics of the stochastic FHN model in the excitable regime, where the unique fixed point is stable [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] . In this paper, we obtain such a LIF model by reducing the 2D FHN model to the one dimensional system which models the distance of the solution to the deterministic equilibrium point. In fact, we show that this distance can be approximated, up to a rescaling, as the module R t of the solution of the linearization of the stochastic FHN equation along the deterministic equilibrium point, and hence the LIF model is approximated by the equation for R t . An action potential (a spike) is produced when R t exceeds a certain firing threshold R t ≥ r 0 > 0. After firing the process is reset and time is back to zero. The ISI τ 0 is identified with the first-passage time of the threshold, τ 0 = inf{t > 0 : R t ≥ r 0 > 0}, which then acts as an upper bound of the spiking time τ of the original system. By defining the firing as a series of first-passage times, the 1D radial process R t together with a simple firing mechanism based on the detailed FHN model (in the excitable regime), the firing statistics is shown to reproduce the 2D FHN ISI distribution. We also shows that τ and τ 0 share the same distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the deterministic version of the FHN neuron model, where we determine the parameter values for which the model is in the excitable regime. In Sect. 3, we prove the existence of the global random attractor of the random dynamical system generated by the stochastic FHN equation; and furthermore derive a rough estimate for the firing time using the linearization method. The corresponding stochastic LIF equation is then derived in Sect. 4 and its distribution of interspike-intervals is found to numerically match the stochastic FHN model.
2. The deterministic model and the excitable regime. In the fast time scale t, the deterministic FHN neuron model is (2.1)
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where v t is the activity of the membrane potential and w t is the recovery current that restores the resting state of the model. I is a constant bias current which can be considered as the effective external input current. 0 < ε := t/τ << 1 is a small singular perturbation parameter which determines the time scale separation between the fast t and the slow time scale τ . Thus, the dynamics of v t is much faster than that of w t . α and β are parameters. The deterministic critical manifold C 0 defining the set of equilibria of the layer problem associated to Eq. (2.1) (i.e., the equation obtained from Eq. (2.1) in the singular limit = 0, see [Kuehn, 2015] for a comprehensive introduction to slow-fast analysis), is obtained by solving f (v, w) = 0 for w. Thus, it is given by (2.2)
We note that for Eq. (2.1), C 0 coincides with the v-nullcline (the red curve in Fig. (1) ). The stability of points on C 0 as steady states of the layer problem associated to Eq. (2.1) is determined by the Jacobian
This shows that on the critical manifold, points with |v| > 1 are stable while points with |v| < 1 are unstable. It follows that the branche v *
is unstable, and v * + (w) ∈ (1, +∞) is stable. The set of fixed points (v e , w e ) which define the rest states of the neuron is given by
The sign of the discriminant = (1/β − 1) 3 + 9 4 (α/β − I) 2 , determines the number of fixed points. C 0 can therefore intersect the w-nullcline (w = v+α β ) at one, two or three different fixed points. We assume in this paper that > 0, in which case we have a unique fixed point given by
.
Here, we want to consider the neuron in the excitable regime ( [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] ). A neuron is in the excitable regime when starting in the basin of attraction of a unique stable fixed point, an external pulse will result into at most one large excursion (spike) into the phase space after which the phase trajectory returns back to this fixed point and stays there [Izhikevich, 2007] .
In order to have Eq. (2.1) in the excitable regime, we choose I, α, and β such that ∆ > 0 (i.e., a unique fixed point) and ε such that the Jacobian of Eq.(2.1) at the fixed point (v e , w e ) has eigenvalues
with negative real part (i.e., a stable fixed point). In that case, (v e , w e ) is the only stationary state and there is no limit cycle of system (2.1). In other words, (v e , w e ) is the global attractor of the system [Izhikevich, 2007] . 3. The stochastic model and the existence of the global random attractor. Noise is ubiquitous in neural systems and it may arise from many different sources. One source may come from synaptic noise, that is, the quasi-random release of neurotransmitters by synapses or random synaptic input from other neurons. As a consequence of synaptic coupling, real neurons operate in the presence of synaptic noise. Therefore, most works in computational neuroscience address modifications in neural activity arising from synaptic noise. Its significance can however be judged only if its consequences can be separated from the internal noise, generated by the operations of ionic channels ( [Calvin and Stevens, 1967] ). The latter is channel noise, that is, the random switching of ion channels. In many papers channel noise is assumed to be minimal, because typically a large number of ion channels is involved and fluctuations should therefore average out, and therefore, the effects of synaptic noise should dominate. Consequently, channel noise is frequently ignored in the mathematical modeling. However, the presence of channel noise can also greatly modify the behavior of neurons [White et al., 2000] . Therefore, in this paper, we study the effect of channel noise. Specifically, we add a noise term to the right-hand side of the gating equations (the equation for the ionic current variable w−). In the resulting model
we investigate two special cases: either h(w) = σ 0 (additive channel noise) or h(w) = σ 0 w (multiplicative channel noise). Fig. 2 shows the phase portraits of Eq. (3.1) starting with the initial condition (v 0 , w 0 ) = (−1.32, −0.41), which is in the vicinity of the stable fixed point. Given an initial condition close to the stable fixed point (v e , w e ) = (−1.03248, −0.4156), the trajectory of the stochastic system might first rotate around the stable fixed point but then the noise may trigger a spike, that is, a large excursion into the phase space, before returning to the neighbourhood of the fixed point; the process repeats itself leading to alternations of small and large oscillations. A similar behavior can be observed when the deterministic system with an additional limit cycle is perturbed by noise (as seen in the bistable system [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] ). 3 shows that the spiking frequency increases as the amplitude of the noise increases. For a fixed simulation time T , the system spikes or at most spike only rarely, if at all, when the amplitude σ 0 ≤ 0.01, but spikes more frequently when σ 0 increases. This is similar for multiplicative noise.
In the sequel, we will prove the existence of the global random attractor. Let X = (v, w)
T and F (X), H(X) ∈ R 2 be the drift and diffusion coefficients of (3.1). The stochastic system is then of the form
where
for multiplicative noise and •dB t stands for the Stratonovich stochastic integral with respect to the This manuscript is for review purposes only. Brownian motion B t . It is easy to check that F is dissipative in the weak sense, i.e.
On the other hand,
so H is globally Lipschitz continuous. For coefficient functions satisfying the local Lipschitz continuity and linear growth conditions, there exists a unique solution X(·, ω, X 0 ) of (3.1) and the solution then generates a so-called random dynamical system (see e.g. [Arnold, 1998, Chapters 1-2]). More precisely, let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space on which our Brownian motion B t is defined. In our setting, Ω can be chosen as C 0 (R, R), the space of continuous real functions on R which are zero at zero, equipped with the compact open topology given by the uniform convergence on compact intervals in R, F as B(C 0 ), the associated Borel-σ-algebra and P as the Wiener measure. The Brownian motion B t can then be constructed as the canonical version B t (ω) := ω(t). On this probability space we construct a dynamical system θ as the Wiener shift
Then θ t (·) : Ω → Ω satisfies the group property, i.e. θ t+s = θ t • θ s for all t, s ∈ R, and is P-preserving, i.e. P(θ −1 t (A)) = P(A) for every A ∈ F, t ∈ R. The quadruple ((Ω, F, P, (θ t ) t∈R ) is called a metric dynamical system. Given such a probabilistic setting, Theorem 3.1 below proves that the solution mapping ϕ : R × Ω × R 2 → R 2 defined by ϕ(t, ω)X 0 := X(t, ω, X 0 ) is a random dynamical system satisfying ϕ(0, ω)X 0 = X 0 and the cocycle property
3.1. The existence of a random attractor. To investigate the asymptotic behavior of the system under the influence of noise, we shall first check the effect of the noise amplitude on firing. Under the stochastic scenario, the fixed point X e = (v e , w e ) is no longer the stationary state of the stochastic system (3.1). Instead, we need to find the global asymptotic state as a compact random set A(ω) ∈ R 2 depending measurably on ω ∈ Ω such that A is invariant under ϕ, i.e. ϕ(t, ω)A(ω) = A(θ t ω), and attracts all other compact random sets D(ω) in the pullback sense, i.e.
where d(B|A) is the Hausdorff semi-distance. Such a structure is called a random attractor (see e.g. [Crauel et al., 1997] or [Arnold, 1998, Chapter 9] ). The following theorem ensures that the stochastic system (3.1) has a global random pullback attractor.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique solution of (3.2) which generates a random dynamical system. Moreover, the system posseses a global random pullback attractor.
Proof. We are going to prove that there exists a random pullback attractor for the general equation (3.2). Consider two cases:
• Additive noise: In this case, the proof follows similar steps as in [Garrido-Atienza et al., 2009] .
We define Y t = X t − η t where η t is the unique stationary solution of
System (3.2) is then tranformed to
Observe that
Hence by the comparison principle, Y t ≤ R t whenever Y 0 2 ≤ R 0 where R t is the solution of
which can be computed explicitly as
It is then easy to check that the vector field in (3.10) satisfies the local Lipschitz property and the solution is bounded and thus of linear growth on any fixed [0, T ], see e.g. [Schenk-Hoppé, 1996] . Hence there exists a unique solution of (3.10) with initial condition, which also proves the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.2). The cocycle property (3.9) follows automatically from [Arnold, 1998, Chapter 2] . A direct computation shows that there exists a random radius
which is the stationary solution of (3.11), such that X t (ω, X 0 ) ∈ B(η t , R * (θ t ω)) whenever X 0 ∈ B(η 0 , R * (ω)) by the comparison principle, and furthermore, lim sup
Hence the random ball B(η, R * ) is a forward invariant pullback absorbing set of the random dynamical system generated by ϕ(t, ω)X 0 (3.2). By the classical theorem [Crauel et al., 1997] , there exists the global random pullback attractor for (3.2).
• Multiplicative noise: In this case, we introduce the transformation
where z t is the unique stationary solution of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck equation
This transforms system (3.2) into a random differential equation.
where G satisfies G(z t , 0) = (I, εαe −σ0zt ) T and
Thus,
Hence by the comparison principle, Y t 2 ≤ R t whenever Y 0 2 ≤ R 0 where R t is the solution of (3.15)Ṙ t = p(z t ) + q(z t )R t , which can be computed explicitly as
Using similar arguments as in the additive noise case, there exists a unique solution of (3.14) and (3.2). Also, the solution generates a random dynamical system. On the other hand, observe that by the Birkhorff ergodic theorem, there exists almost surely
therefore there exists a unique stationary solution of (3.15) which can be written in the form
Hence, the ball B(0, R(ω)) is actually forward invariant under the random dynamical system generated by (3.14) and is also a pullback absorbing set. Again by applying [Crauel et al., 1997] , there exists a random attractor for (3.14). Due to the fact that z t is the stationary solution of (3.13), it is easy to see that the random linear transformation (3.12) is tempered, i.e.
Therefore, it follows from [Imkeller and Schmalfuss, 2001 ] that systems (3.2) and (3.14) are conjugate under the tempered transformation (3.12), hence there exists also a random attractor for system (3.2).
3.2. The normal form at the equilibrium point. In this section, we shall study the dynamics of (3.1) in a small vicinity of the fixed point X e = (v e , w e ). To do that, consider the shift system w.r.t. the fixed point X e which has the form (3.16) with initial point X 0 − X e , where DF (X e ) is the linearized matrix of F at X e ,F is the nonlinear term such that
for an increasing function γ(·) :
3 + |v e |r, which implies that lim
is either a constant or a linear function, we prove below that system (3.16) can be well approximated by its linearized system
Theorem 3.2. Given X 0 − X e < r and equations (3.16), (3.17), define the stopping time τ = inf{t > 0 : X t − X e ≥ r}. Then there exists a constant C independent of r such that for any t ≥ 0, the following estimates hold
• For additive noise (3.18) sup t≤τ X t − X e −X t ≤ Cγ(r)r.
• For multiplicative noise
Proof. Observe that the matrix
has two conjugate complex eigenvalues with negative real part
Hence by using the transformation X − X e = QY andX = QȲ with Q = −ν m 11 + µ 0 m 21 , the equations (3.16) and (3.17) are transformed into the normal forms
and
and (3.23)
Define the difference
We analyze these two cases separately.
• Additive noise: then the equation for Z t becomes deterministic, hence
Using the fact that Z 0 = 0, it follows that
Therefore,
which proves (3.18) with C = 1 µ Q Q −1 .
• Multiplicative noise: By Ito's formula for the stopping time,
hence taking the expectation on both sides and using (3.23) we have
where the last inequality follows from the Cauchy inequality. Since
by noting that Z 0 = 0, we get
which proves (3.19) by choosing C :
Remark 3.3. In practice we can even approximate (3.16) by the following linear system with additive noise
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can prove the following estimate
for the same stopping time τ = inf{t > 0 : X t − X e ≥ r 0 }.
Another comparison between the processes {X t − X e } t and {X t } t can be tested by using power spectral density estimation (see, for example, [Fan and Yao, 2003, Chapter 7] ). In Fig. 4 , the estimated spectral densities of the shifted original and linearlization processes are plotted. The spectral densities are estimated from paths started from 0 to 50 ms of subthreshold fluctuations, and scaled to have the same maximum at 40.
4. The embedded LIF model. In this section, we present two constructive methods to obtain 1-D LIF models corresponding to the stochastic FHN in the excitable regime in Eq. (3.1). The first method follows [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] by constructing the so-called the radial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck equation. More precisely, we rewrite the linearized system (3.17) in the form 
We note that µ ν is small, therefore, by applying the technique of time average from [Baxendale and Greenwood, 2011, Theorem 1] ,Ȳ t can be approximated by a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process up to a rotation, i.e.
2ν 2 m21 σ 0 , the rotation
andS t is the unique solution of the 2-D SDE
with the initial valueS 0 = √ µ σȲ 0 . Therefore, Ȳ t can be approximated by
which satisfies the SDE due to the Ito calculus
The second method is to considerȲ t in the polar coordinates with
where h e = Q Thus, by using the averaging technique, we proved that both Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are good approximations of the radial process { Ȳ t } t = { Q −1X t } t . This can also be tested by using the power spectral density estimation (see Fig. 5 ). Firing mechanism. A spike in Eq. (3.1) occurs when there is a transition of a random trajectory from the vicinity of the stable fixed point X e = (v e , w e ) located on the left stable part of C 0 to its right stable part and back to the vicinity of X e . This spike happens almost surely when a random trajectory with the starting point X 0 in the vicinity of X e crosses the threshold line w = 0.5. From the phase space of Eq. (3.1) (see Fig. 2 ), the probability of spike increases as the starting point X 0 moves farther away from X e .
In order to construct the firing mechanism of Eq. (4.3) matching that of Eq. (3.1), we will calculate the conditional probability that Eq. (3.1) fires given that the trajectory crosses the line L = {(v, w e ) : v e ≤ v}. Denote by L i = (v e + l i , w e ) with l i = iδ = i |ve| 20 for i = 0, 1, . . . , 30, then the distance between the equilibrium and L i is l i . We now do simulation 1000 times for the original FHN (3.1) staring at L i and with the noises σ 0 = 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04, 0.045 and count the ratio of the number of fires, denoted byp(l i , σ 0 ). With this data, we will estimate the conditional probability of firing p(l, σ 0 ).
From numerical simulation, this probability is closed to zero when we start in the immediate neighborhood of the stable fixed point and closed to one when we start at the L 30 , i.e. sufficiently far from the fixed point. Therefore the conditional probability of firing should be of the form This manuscript is for review purposes only. To simplify calculations we will work on the transformed coordinatesȲ t . Then the distance l between (l, 0) and (0, 0) inX t transforms to the distance 3) and (4.4) can be done by studying the ISI statistics. Namely, one first simulates the trajectories of the system (3.1) with starting points close to the fixed point X e until the first spiking time, and thereafter reset the starting points. Due to Theorem 3.2, we can simplify the simulation by choosing the starting point at exactly X e . In the simulations, the first firing time was computed and averaged over 700 trials; a histogram for this data is shown in Fig. 7 . The ISI-distribution of Eq. (4.3) is computed as follows (the ISI-distribution of Eq. (4.4) is computed similarly). Let τ 1 be the first firing time. We computed the density of the distribution of τ 1 in terms of the conditional hazard rate [Ditlevsen and Greenwood, 2012] , α(r, t) = lim ∆t→0 1 ∆t P (t ≤ τ 1 < t + ∆t|τ 1 ≥ t, R t = r).
From standard results from survival analysis, see e.g. [Aalen OO, 2] we know that the density of the firing time can be calculated as (4.7) g(t) = d dt P (τ 1 ≤ t) = E α(R t )e 
